You’ve gathered ideas and narrowed them down to your
top 3.
No? Then hold your horses . . . you need to read the first two newsletters!
Using Your Unique Skills on Fiverr – Part 1
Narrowing Down Your Fiverr Skills – Part 2
So. You’ve gathered ideas and narrowed them down to your top 3. Ahem.
It’s time to pick ONE of the top three. You know, the one that you have a hunkering
that it’s THE ONE. The one that has the most potential.
We’re going to take that one and create your first gig so we can get this side hustle
moving!

My #1 was . . .
1. I will turn your blog posts into an eBook
Of course, this will look completely different from yours. I’m a writer, so I naturally
want to pull from those skills because they come easy for me. Pick something that
you think will not only come easy for you, but based on your research in lesson #2,
there is a market for it.
Next Steps

Set up your Fiverr account
It’s super easy. Just click here <<affiliate link) and then follow the prompts. It will
ask you questions about how much you want to work, how much you want to
make, your skill sets, etc. Don’t skimp here! People will look at your profile before
they decide to use you as a provider. Make sure you are putting your best foot
forward.
There are a LOT of Fiverr providers out there that are willing to do subpar work for
next to nothing. Go look at their profiles and you will see what NOT to do on yours.
I have never sold anything for $5. I value my time more than that. And I’ve never
had a problem getting gigs.

Set up your Gig
Again, this is where customers will choose to go with you or not. Make sure that
you appear friendly, capable, and polite. Talk up your strengths. Explain the gig in
detail.

Pricing
As a beginner, you need to choose a rate that is fair but on the lower end of what
you are willing to accept. You need to get your feet wet and learn the system well
before you can charge higher rates. After I had completed my first 3 gigs, I upped
my rate and continued to draw interest with no problem.

Doing your best
The more gigs you successfully complete on Fiverr, the more they will promote
you. As a beginner, you need to make sure that you stay on top of answering
messages, completing tasks on time, and delivering what you promise. Those are
simple things to do, really. It’s just common sense. As you complete projects on
time, Fiverr promotes you to a wider audience so that your gig can grow.

When/if the gigs don’t come
Some gigs are simply overloaded in the marketplace. Some are worded in
confusing ways that people can’t clearly understand. I continually tweaked my
wording until I started getting interest. But, if you’ve had your gig up for a couple of
weeks with no action, you need to go back to your list and rethink things.

(HOW I MADE $900 on ONE gig)
 As

I was putting together this series of newsletters on Fiverr, I came across
something that I hadn’t tried before. Let me tell you, I hit the jackpot. This
one thing made me more in one gig than I had made on my previous 12

gigs combined. Once you have created your first gig, you can see a
feature called “Buyer Requests.” These are gathered for you based on the
category you set for your gig.
 I placed a bid on a request a user submitted. I saw that she already had
multiple other bids, but hadn’t closed out the request yet. SO, I gave it a
shot. I priced the gig at a price that was fair to BOTH of us, not just a lowball option to win the bid. I explained why she should go with me, and
even mentioned that I realized that she would get much lower offers but
that most of my current Fiverr clients had come to me after paying a lowball gig that didn’t meet their standards.
And you know what? I landed a $900 gig. Just. Like. That.
As soon as I finish that one, I’ll keep an eye out on that page for more like it. And,
I’ll expand my gig offering to things I think others are looking for based on what I
find in the Buyer Requests page.

So . . what are you waiting for? Give it a shot. <<affiliate link): It's time to start
hustling! And please, please, let me know how it goes!
Wondering what the next side hustle will be? Something way less complicated than
Fiverr. Stay tuned. :)

Hugs,
P.S. Still feel stuck? Check out this list of 50 Ways to Make Money on Fiverr.
P.S.S. If Fiverrs not your thing but you’re interested in seeing what else we’ve
talked about so far, stop by the archives page here.
P.S.S.S. If you signed up for the Become a Pinterest VA course or bought
the workbook <<affiliate links) let me know! I’m trying to work my way through the
workbook now!
<<affiliate links): Some of the services I recommend are ones that I’m also an affiliate for. This means
that purchasing something from them may result in me being compensated. Just know that I would never
provide a link or recommend something that I don't either personally use or have vetted and fully believe in. :)

